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Eye-catching piece for outdoor living spaces
Finally, the sun is back, spreading good vibes and warmth. After a
grey winter we are looking forward more than ever to spending the
coming season in the garden, on the balcony or the patio. But first,
outdoor living spaces need to be put in order for the summer
months. Reason enough to save a little time in organising and
nurturing plants - with the multi-talented outdoor CANTO Color from
LECHUZA.
An idyllic garden, a blooming balcony or an inviting patio are ideal
places for escaping the everyday, surrounded by beautiful and well
looked after plants. This is why the trend of creating living spaces
outside continues to be prevalent. CANTO Color, the winner of the
Red Dot Design Award 2017, gives domestic open-air living spaces
great flair with its unusual natural stone appearance. It combines the
advantages of robust and easy to maintain plastic with a textured
surface resembling natural stone, which looks incredibly authentic.
The cubes and columns even feel like raw stone planters, yet are
extremely light and can be moved around easily.

Design your perfect summer idyll with the CANTO planter
family: CANTO is available as both a cube and a column,
each in two different sizes and three different colours for a
harmonic look. The natural stone effect matches any style
of garden or patio – it also is an eye-catcher just by itself.
Whether it’s a flamboyant bougainvillea in a cube or
delicate carnations in a column – playful, colourful planting
arrangements look particularly authentic and come into
their own in the symmetrical containers with their clean
lines. Even a quick redesign is child’s play, thanks to
removable planter liners in the relevant container colour,
which can be used interchangeably between the cube and
column, making them highly practical.
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Perfect partner for the summer
It’s not just the intelligent sub-irrigation system with its water reservoir of up to 7 litres and its
innovative look that make CANTO the perfect partner for outdoor areas. The smart cubes and
columns are characteristically manufactured from high-quality, lightweight and robust plastic.
Specially designed for using outdoors, the containers are weather-resistant against frost and UV
radiation. This is because not just plants need to survive the challenges of changeable weather
conditions, but the planters too.

LECHUZA CANTO Color is available as an All-in-One set that includes the planter, liner, water
level indicator and plant substrate LECHUZA-PON in two sizes in natural stone colours: sand
beige, graphite black and stone grey.

About LECHUZA
geobra Brandstätter Stiftung & Co. KG, headquartered in Zirndorf (near Nuremberg), is the manufacturer of PLAYMOBIL
and one of Germany’s largest toy producer. In addition, the innovative company has been developing, producing and
distributing the LECHUZA brand of high-quality plastic planters since 2000 and designer garden furniture since 2015.
The Brandstätter Group employs over 4.400 members of staff worldwide.
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